
PRACTICE IN WRITING   -  COHESIVE DEVICES 

Choose the right linking word to complete the sentences. Then use words of the same meaning in 

the same context. 

 Although - whereas – while – in order to –so that –despite – therefore –however – moreover- 

unlike – in spite of  

1. The Asian countries are developing at a rapid rate …………………………………the African countries 

are lagging behind. 

2. …………………………………. the pressure from world organizations, manufacturing companies 

keep polluting the planet. 

3. World organization put pressure on government ………………………………..they can save the 

planet from total destruction. 

4. ……………………………..we have all the means to be educated, the number of illiterate people is 

still high in our country. 

5. ……………………………………other Middle Eastern Arab countries, Morocco still suffers from a 

percentage of illiteracy. 

6. The Moroccan government and the NGOs are trying to solve the problem of illiteracy 

especially in the rural areas; ......................................…, a great number of children –especially 

girls drop off school at an early age. 

7. Illiteracy is one the issues which hinder development in our country; ……………………………… 

poverty and corruption are other problematic issue which makes matters worse. 

8. ………………………………………..make people’s education more effective, human learning has been 

formalized and systematized. 

9. Governmental efforts have not been efficient enough to eradicate illiteracy from our society; 

…………………………………………………….NGOs are encouraged to take over. 

10. Most students use the Internet and  other supportive technologies to promote their learning 

………………………………………………their schools do not provide them. 

11. A lot of students do quite well in their studies ………………………………………the inadequate 

conditions in which they study. 

12. Few students are self-reliant in their studies ………………………………………………the majority 

depend on teachers. 

13. ………………………………………….male students, female students prove to be more respectable of 

school rules and more disciplined. 

14. Most girls are respectable of school rules and are more disciplined; ……………………………………… 

they take advantage of their lessons more than boys. 

15. Most parents keep an eye on their kids’ education at school ………………………………………………… 

prevent them from failure. 

16. Parents want their children to do well at school and get high diplomas; ………………………………… 

they want them to gain good experience of life outside home and school. 

 

 

COHESIVE  DEVISES 



A. CONTRAST/CONCESSION 

1. Although =Even though = Even if =Though 

-Although Man has developed his mans of learning, we still rely on traditional ways . 

Or: We still rely on traditional ways although Man has developed his means of learning. 

-Even though the internet is available to all students, only few of them use it to improve their 

English. 

2. In spite of = Despite 

-In spite of the availability of the Internet, only a few of them use it to improve their English. 

Or: Only a few students use the Internet to improve their English in spite of the availability of the 

Internet. 

-Despite the complexity of information and knowledge nowadays, people manage to learn. 

3. However = Yet = Still = Nevertheless = Nonetheless 

-Knowledge and information have become very complex and sophisticated nowadays; however, 

people manage to learn. 

-The means and tools of learning have been developed so as to make people’s education more 

effective; nevertheless, we still rely on traditional ways in our schools. 

4. On the one hand, ………………………………  . On the other (hand) ……………………………..  . 

- On the one hand, God has endowed us with various capacities to learn and control the world 

around us; on the other hand, a considerable number of humans do not exploit their endowments to 

learn more. 

 

B. CONSEQUENCE/ RESULT/EFFECT 

So = Thus = Therefore = Consequently = By consequence = As a consequence = As a result 

-Humans are endowed with countless capacities; thus, they can learn quickly. 

 

C. ADDITION 

1.  Too – as well 

-Man can learn quickly and he can develop his learning, as well. 

2. Also 

-Man can learn quickly and he can also develop his learning. 

3. Besides = Moreover = Furthermore = In addition (to this/that) 

-Man can learn quickly and can develop his learning. Furthermore, he can elaborate his learning 

methods and technologies. 

4. Not only ……….but also ………     / Not only …………but ………….as well. 

-Man can not only learn quickly but also develop his ways of learning. 

-Not only can Man learn quickly, but develop his ways of learning as well 

-Man has recorded his information + Man has developed his technologies to save information. 

-information is becoming more and more complex + technology is getting more sophisticated. 

-Man discovers and controls nature + he creates and invents things to help him develop. 

-The new technologies create an obstacle for illiterate people + they increase the gap between 

people 

 


